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OUR SUPER LITTLE HEROES  
FOR HAN DICRAFTS, TH E 
HOUS E HOLD AN D CLOTH I NG  
Thanks to their precisely coordinated characteristics, 
foams are suitable for a wealth of applications. We 
manufacture household sponges in every color and 
type from velvety-soft to abrasive. With their excep-

As one of the world’s largest foam producers,  
we offer an extensive range of materials with dif-
fering area weights and pore sizes. It is the perfect 
coordination of these parameters that lends your 
products the desired haptics and functionality. Our 
foams are able to absorb and emit liquids in targe-
ted fashion, glide gently over the skin, or eradicate 

irregularities in car paintwork with their hardness. 
We supply our  solutions as blocks, sheets, 
rolls or as ready-made items in line with customer 
requests, which in fact are always our number one 
priority. Not just with regard to product characte-
ristics, but also unusual color-intensive designs that 
are bound to attract consumers. 

PROFIT FROM OU R 
LONG -TE RM EXPE RI E NCE 
The possible applications for our foams are limit-
less. We have long-term experience in many 
branches and take pleasure in cooperating with our 
customers on the development of perfect product 
solutions. Our range includes diverse foams for 
polishing disks, paint rollers, stamps, all types of 

 POLISHING DISKS
Our polyester foams with a hard, abrasive surface are 
ideally suited to polishing disks and paint rollers. They 
are tear-resistant, can be rinsed out and used frequent-
ly, offer a long service life and convince during profes-
sional paint jobs and surface treatments.

FOAM WITH MOISTURE REGULATION
Our unique foam regulates moisture. The high-quality 
foam ensures a pleasantly dry climate owing to the 
integration of cellulose particles and stands out not 
only during comfort applications, but also when used 
in footwear and clothing.   

UNLIMITED DIVERSITY
Is your application missing from our overview?  
No problem! Whenever foam could prove useful,  
we develop a perfect product solution with the 
customer. We always look forward to exchanging 
ideas and the resultant teamwork! 

 CLEANING SPONGES
Our  range for cleaning sponges glows in 
stunning colors and fulfills customer requirements 
through differing pore sizes and area weights. The 
exceptional absorptive capacity of our foams makes 
them suitable for numerous uses.  

WHEN OUR FOAMS PROVE THAT 
ALL THAT GLITTERS IS NOT GOLD ...
On the one hand, our foams delight with their intrinsic 
values and on the other, depending upon the applica-
tion, can range from silky-soft to hard. However, what 
they all share is a long service life and outstanding 
tensile strength. Moreover, if requested our foams can 
shine with powerful, iridescent colors that transform 
any household sponge into a highlight!

sponge and use in clothing and shoes. With our 
advanced processing and finishing technologies  
we provide product solutions that meet the de-
mands of our customers to perfection. Our know-
how can be your success! We look forward to 
working with you.

tional tensile strength our foams for polishing disks 
cannot fail to please, while those inside safety footwe-
ar enhance wearer comfort. In fact, when foam is the 
answer, NEVEON is your partner!  

WITH OU R LOVE OF DETAI L, 
EVE RYDAY PRODUCTS
TU RN I NTO EYE-CATCH E RS



www.neveon.com

WE ARE N EVEON
We develop products that enhance the lives of people 

around the world. As a specialist for innovative and sustai-
nable foam solutions we pursue fresh approaches and are 

passionate about future-oriented ideas. 

We offer exceptional flexible and composite foams for the 
vast diversity of applications provided by our Living & 

Care, Mobility and Specialties business units. 

CONTACT
We will be pleased to provide you with additional product information. 

Simply get in touch!  
We look forward to hearing from you.

M: office@neveon.com 
T: +43 50541 19 001
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